Indicators Prove Prevention
Post-event reports reveal “pre-incident indicators” are always observed prior to the act of violence (see
proof and timelines below) and conventional incident reporting, case management systems,
employee/student record systems and annual training are siloed efforts and not preventing preventable
incidents and tragedies. Awareity’s Community-wide Prevention Platform is proven and equipping
individuals, organizations and communities to achieve all 6 essential steps to Prevention – awareness,
collecting the dots, assessing the dots, connecting the dots, intervention and prevention – ultimately
saving lives, reputations and bottom lines.
Oct. 4, 2010
JL and his parents meet with
school officials and he
officially withdraws.

May 12, 2006
Age 15, JL, comes to
school drunk after
consuming as much
as 350 mL of vodka.
He is hospitalized.

Indicators leading up to Tucson,
Arizona Shooting on January 8, 2011.

c. 2007
JL is fired from his
job at a Quiznos,
with his manager
saying he had
undergone a
personality
transformation.

2006

Jul. 30, 2012
VF is told to contact
employee assistance
professionals or he may
be terminated.
Aug.-Oct.
2012
VF has
regular
meetings
with News
Director to
discuss his
behavior.

April 28, 2012
2000
A "heated
While working at
WTWC-TV in Tallahassee, confrontation" is
reported
between
Fla., VF files a lawsuit
alleging he is the victim VF and coworkers
that leave them
of racially charged
feeling threatened
harassment and
and "extremely
discrimination.
uncomfortable."

2000

June 19,
2015
VF puts
2014-2015
down
Neighbors in VF’s
deposit on
apartment complex
gun.
consider him “rude and
arrogant to everyone
Aug. 12, 2015
Early 2014
VF joins Twitter
Current and former WDBJ and anyone” and say he
and posts pictures
reporters see VF around would sometimes throw
from his high
town and "Several former cat feces at the dwellings
of neighbors he was in
school graduation,
colleagues were
from his time as a
bothered by the fact that disputes with. Neighbors
had made countless
model and from
he still lived in town." VF
complaints about his
other jobs he has
lived less than 500 yds
behavior to the landlord.
held.
from WDBJ building.

Jan. 2013
Numerous incidents
are documented where
VF verbally clashed
with his superiors and
colleagues, creating an
uncomfortable work
environment.

2012

---

Aug. 26, 2015
VF shoots 3 on
live television; 2
die. Posts video
on Facebook
account. Kills self
later that day.

2013

2014

Feb. 1, 2013
Dec. 25, 2012
VF is called to HR rep’s
The News Director
office and terminated
emails colleagues
VF’s response included
to say he has just
stating "you better call
warned VF that he
May 30, 2012
police because I'm going
has one final
VF's photographer
chance to save his to make a big stink. This
reports another
is not right." WDBJ
job, stating “I’m not
disagreement. The
entirely sure where employees are told to call
incident ended
911 immediately if they
his head is at.”
with VF storming
see VF on or around work
off in anger.
property.
Nov. 2012
VF is reprimanded once again –for clearly
breaching company regulations and
“standard journalistic ethics”.

March 2012
VF is hired by
WDBJ.

2007

2008

2004
LD and MD
begin at
intimate
relationship,
that many feel
was pressured
by MD.

Apr. 5, 2005
MD meets with LD’s father at his
place of work and made a further
threat to distribute the picture
unless he is refunded money he
gave her previously.

c. Aug. 18, 2015
VF creates a Facebook
accounts and posts
numerous photos of his life
as well as “test” videos.

Jan. 6, 2005
After negotiation,
MD signs a
Memorandum of
Agreement whereby
he is placed on
probation and is
required to undergo
anger management
therapy.

2004

Jan.
2005

2004
Late 2004
A nurse’s
The nurse manager
finger is
files a written
broken
complaint regarding
when MD
abusive language
wrestled a
directed at her by
pillow out
MD. This resulted in
of her hand.
MD being
investigated by the
hospital.

Mar. 10, 2005
MD is discharged from
psychiatric ward. He
also begins
psychotherapy with a
psychologist. This
psychologist was the
only who viewed MD's
suicide attempt as an
aggressive act.

Feb.
2005

Feb. 27, 2005
MD attempts
suicide in
presence of LD.
He is initially in
ICU and then
involuntarily
admitted to the
acute
psychiatric
ward.

2004
A nurse makes a
written complaint
against MD - this case
was not resolved by
the time of his death.
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Mar.
2005

Apr. 8, 2005
LD attends a
meeting of security,
supervisory and
legal personnel at
the hospital at their
request to discuss
what action ought to
be taken in light of
this act by MD.

Apr.
2005

Apr. 5, 2005:
MD threatens
to distribute a
potentially
embarrassing
photograph of
LD.
Apr. 11, 2005
LD applies for a
peace bond.

May
2005

June 2005
Staff begin to be
concerned about MD’s
staring at LD, to the point
that other nursing staff
band around the bed when
LD receives a patient from
MD in order to shield her
from his intense stares.
Staff become concerned
that he will "go postal".

Jun.
2005

June 2005
MD "body
checks" LD as
they passed
each other in
the hallway
one day.

Nov. 12, 2005
LD is again
scheduled with MD.
She begins her shift
and is stabbed to
death shortly
thereafter.

Aug. 25, 2005
ONA member
expresses
concern for
safety of
herself and LD.

Jun. 1,
2005
MD
returns to
work.

Jul.
2005

Aug.
2005

2011

Sept. 29, 2010
The YouTube video
is discovered by
school officials and
JL is served a
suspension letter.

April 6, 2010
Police are called when
JL begins shouting and
singing along to music
playing in his
headphones in the
school library.

2006
Friends notice a
change in JL’s
behaviors.

Oct. 7, 2010
JL receives a letter
from the school: “If
he ever wants to
come back, he’ll
need clearance
from a mental
health official.”

June 14, 2010
JL’s behavior in math class
leads a classmate to email
friends describing him as
a “mentally unstable
person… that scares the
living crap out of me....”

Jan. 7, 2011
JL drops off a roll
of film at a local
Walgreens. The
photos show him
pointing the gun
at his butt cheeks.
He’s wearing a red
thong.

Indicators leading up to WDBJ
On-Air Shooting on August 26, 2015.

Indicators leading up to Sandy Hook Elementary
Shooting on December 14, 2012.

2004
MD has documented
verbal disputes with
co-workers and with the
nurse manager of the
operating room and
recovery room.

Dec. 30, 2010
JL posts a
concerning
message on his
MySpace — one of
many incoherent
ramblings.

2010

Dec. 2008
JL is rejected by
the U.S. Army.

July 6, 2015
A YouTube video shows a
"road rage" incident
involving VF, identified by
his car and license plate.
VF had followed the man
to his destination after the
stranger had commented
on VF’s apparently poor
driving and harassed him.

July 2014
A district judge
dismisses
lawsuit.

2009

Sept. 23, 2010
JL throws another
tantrum over a grade.
Campus police are
called, and JL is asked
to leave campus.

Nov. 30, 2010
JL buys a 9mm Glock pistol
from a Sportsman’s Warehouse.

2015

June 2014
VF files EEOC
lawsuit against
WDBJ. The initial
filing reveals VF's
belief that the
photographers
were trying to get
him fired.

May 17, 2010
JL’s Pilates teacher
requests that campus
police monitor her class
after JL throws a tantrum
over his B grade.

c. Feb. 2010
Campus police
receives
complaints that JL
is carrying a knife
with him.

2006
JL drops
out of high
school.
Dec. 2012
VF is placed on a
final warning for
"failure to check
his facts in a
news story and,
generally, for
poor news
judgment.”

Jan. 8, 2011
JL shoots 19
people outside
a Safeway. Six
die.

Sept. 23, 2010
JL uploads a
disturbing video
to YouTube.

c. April 2005
A teacher finds AL’s writing
sufficiently disturbing and
brings it to the attention of
the school principal.

2002
AL’s parents
separate.
Father
moves out.
Late 1994
About age 2, AL
undergoes a “birth to
three” evaluation in
New Hampshire.
Significant
impairment is noted,
especially in relation
to his having “created
his own language.”
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2002

Early April 1997
A neurological/
developmental
evaluation notes that
AL never sleeps
through the night,
continues to make up
his own language, and
reportedly does not
like to be held, kissed
or hugged, even by
own mother.

2004-2005 School Year:
AL experiences a
variety of marked
changes, including no
longer talking on the
phone, using e-mail, or
engaging in outdoor
activities, and he
becomes increasingly
socially withdrawn and
reclusive.

2003

2004

2005

April 2003 – April 2004
AL’s father notices that AL
begins to seem a little
different, less happy….AL
grows more anxious and
frustrated, though he does not
seem to be angry or
aggressive, according to
father. He doesn’t like to be
photographed or seen in
pictures. He begins avoiding
eye contact and becomes
increasingly anxious.

2002–2003 school year
AL and another boy write and
illustrate “The Big Book of Granny,”
described as “a very dramatic text,
filled with images and narrative
relating child murder, cannibalism,
and taxidermy.”

Oct. 25, 2006: One
day after AL’s
evaluation by Yale,
his mother e-mails
the doctor
regarding his
recommendations,
indicating that AL
refuses to take any
medication.

2006

2007

Fall 2006
AL’s father seeks
help through his
Employee
Assistance Program
(EAP) to obtain a
mental health
referral for AL.

Sept. 20 – 30, 2005
Mother takes AL to the
emergency room for an
evaluation, following anxiety
episodes. The hospital
recommended additional
evaluation by staff psychiatry.
His mother declines this
recommendation.

Oct. 2008
No further record
that he is ever
again seen by
any mental
health
professional.

2008

2010

Dec. 2010
AL has last
contact with
his brother
Ryan.

Mar. 16,
2011
Mother
purchases a
Sig Sauer
P226 9mm
pistol.

2011

2011
March/April 2010
AL’s father
Mother purchases
remarries.
a MD Arms
20-round drum
magazine for her
Saiga-12
12-gauge
shotgun, a
Bushmaster
Aug. 24, 2009
AL registers for XM-15 .223, and
Izmash 12-guage
a course at
shotgun.
Norwalk
Community
Late 2010
College. Drops
AL stops responding to
out after one
his father’s e-mail
semester.
messages. Father
continues to email AL
going forward, but they
never speak to or see
each other again.

Nov. 24, 2008
AL’s parents
file for
divorce.

Feb. 2008
AL has dropped
most of his
mainstream
classes at
Newtown High
School.

Late Jan. / Feb. 2010
AL’s parents express
concern to each
other about his
mental state as he
approaches
adulthood.

2009

Dec. 11, 2012
Mother arrives in Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, for a
two-night stay, leaving AL
alone at home in Newtown.

Summer 2010
AL cuts off
contact with his
father, following
his father’s
engagement to
another woman.

Summer 2009
AL drops out of
college at
Connecticut
State University.

Late Oct. 2012
AL’s mother
tells
acquaintances
that AL has
“basically shut
down.”

Dec. 14, 2012
AL shoots 30
people; 28
dead
(including
himself ).

2012

Jan. 5, 2012
Mother
purchases a
Glock 20SF
pistol.

c. Dec. 1, 2012
Mother e-mails a
friend,
expressing
concern about
violent drawings
she had found
that AL had
made. She does
not confront AL
about it.
Dec. 13, 2012
GPS unit in AL’s
vehicle shows
he drove down
road past SHE,
then turn
around and
drove home.
His mother
returned home
later that day.

Nov. 1, 2015
MD’s full
privileges are
restored.

Sept.
2005

Oct.
2005

Oct. 31, 2005
ONA member
reports that MD
is staring at LD
with hatred and
rage.

Nov.
2005

Nov 5, 2005
LD is
scheduled
with MD on
call, but LD
calls in sick.

Indicators leading up to Murder-Suicide at
HÃ´tel-Dieu Grace Hospital on
November 12, 2005.

June 24-25, 2005
Three Ontario Nurses’
Association (ONA)
members report MD for
inappropriate sexual
behavior
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